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WANGULATOR STRANGLE

System for NADEX
Weekly Binary
Options.
What’s a strangle? It’s an option
strategy where we play both sides
in the market at the same time.
This means we don’t have to pick
a direction. When the underlying
asset (futures, stocks, Forex…)
makes a move that goes a decent
distance, one side’s profit
becomes greater than the cost of
the losing side trade, and then
you make profit.
And with strangles we use
different strikes.

The other

type of non directional options
trade that is popular is the
straddle; but that puts both
positions on the same strike.
That doesn’t make sense with a
binary option at NADEX but you
could do that, sort of, with
spreads or knockouts at NADEX.
With NADEX we have new
opportunities to play
strangles.

We can use options

strangles with binary options.
We can use spreads strangles
where the we enter near the edge

of the spread or even somewhat
out of the the range of the
spread going one way and then
then going the other way.
And when you play binary options
with a strangle, you can do some
great things when you know how to
line up the strike in the
strangle correctly. Fortunately
we make things really simple,
cave man simple in WANGULATOR –
you’ll see.

And simple is

POWERFUL when it comes to
trading!
Fortunately the way NADEX binary
options work, and vanilla options
for that matter, but especially
NADEX , is that binary options
only need to clear a certain
amount of points to expire in the
money. And in the money equals
pay day!

We don’t have to travel

the whole distance of the range
of strikes on the binary options
chains in order to make the big
profit. All we need to do is get
in the money.
So therefore, we can take an out
of the money position and ride

that position just enough to
expire in the money and get the
full profit.

Then that full

profit of 100 would more than
cover the loss of the opposite
side of the trade, providing us
with a juicy profit all without
having to pick the direction of
the markets.

This is why binary

options can be fantastic and that
helps us with our trading math.
So what does that mean for you?
This means that you don’t have to
pick a direction anymore. All you
need to do is put on this trade
and let the market do its thing.
And you let the system math with
the tendencies in the weekly
price action do the work for you
and you look to just collect
profit and stack those profits
over time.
And you make money by making more
money on your winning trades then
what you lose on your losing
trades. And the key is matching
these strangle trades, these
WANGULATOR trades, to a system
that provides the key, exact,
crystal clear place of entry.

When you do that you have a
trading business. When you have a
solid dependable type of system
to trade over and over then you
have a business that you can take
up to astronomical proportions.
It’s pretty simple. Most great
trading systems are simple. The
key is to be able to simply
execute in the marketplace
without getting sucked into the
marketplace which is an art and a
skill of its own. This is also
why we opened up our new binary
options master’s program that
teaches you all these little
details tricks and inner game
things. I would join that if I
were you.
So we’d like to put on this
strangle trade once a week and
that’s that. We use weekly
options. We let the system do its
thing and we let the math give us
profits over time that we can
compound. We don’t have to pick a
direction.
You just simply execute the
system and you have a real

bonafide trading business that
you can do for a few minutes once
a week and you we don’t even have
to watch the markets.
Now that is a valuable business!
What kind of business can you do
a few minutes a week and that’s
it? Not many! So therefore I
would look into putting
WANGULATOR NADEX Weekly Binary
Options STRANGLE System to work
for yourself.

Start on a demo or

start with 1 contract.

See for

yourself!

With this weekly binary options
strangle system: up or down in
the markets? Who cares!
We just want the markets to move
and expire us in the money for
sweet large out-of-the-money
profit!
What’s a strangle? It’s alright
now; it’s not some scary thing
although it sounds scary it’s
just an option strategy position
we get from the world of Vanilla
Options. And maybe back in the
day terms such as “strangle” was
not as dramatic maybe as is today
where everyone so hypersensitive

but a strangle is a version of
the option strategy called the
“option straddle” based on
vanilla options, normal, old
school regular options.
And came along these fancy binary
options thingamajiggers and now
things got a little bit more
complex but yet with a lot more
profit opportunity. So NADEX
decided to merge the world of
binary options and vanilla
options to offer types of
opportunity. So what we have here
is that we have opportunity where
are we can take an out of the
money position on each side of
the market (the current price of
the underlying asset) and we can
buy one out-of-the-money position
and sell one out-of-the-money
position at the same time and
then profit by the movement in
the underlying asset. We just pop
on the trade, let it take off and
do its thing.
One position wins while the other
one loses. And you make your
money in binary options by having
one position bought at 15 while
then having it mature to 100
expiring in the money, which is
a very large return. All we need
to do is expire in the money
which means that we do not need

to ride the position the full
distance. That makes it much
easier for us to win a strangle.
But sometimes we get a drama move
in the market and we can simply
take the money once we get up in
the high 80s and 90s simply on
momentum.
Also understand that as the week
progresses your delta’s increase
which means that you need less
movement in the underlying asset
in order to make more money. You
need less movement in the
underlying asset in order to
expire in the money. So as the
week progresses it becomes easier
to make profit. And because we
are trading with index options,
any day can bring a very large
move which can easily put us in
the money from an out-of-themoney turn on the NADEX weekly
options.

Now in the track record
below you can see that we
focus on the lazy way of
doing the system which is
the simply put on your
trade once a week and
just let it expire.
You can see that the tremendous
profit from the track record has
happened because of the trading
math of NADEX and the trading

math of our WANGLE (our strangle
plus the WANGULATOR system). And
the money is in the math when it
comes to placing bare minimum
effort out of the money strangle
positions. We just simply put on
the trade-in and let it do its
thing. And behold you can see the
results below.

WANGULATOR –
STRANGLE System
for NADEX Weekly
Binary Options –
System
Performance
Results
Systems performance results
sample of WANGULATOR and NADEX
Weekly Binary Options: Based on
100 contracts per trade. You can
trade whatever size you want. So
at 1 contract it’s $15 risk per
side so $30 risk per trade. With
100 contracts we go up to $1,500
per side or $3000 per trade which
is getting closer to a more
normal 10 contracts vanilla

options position.
The additional great value here,
besides profit, is that you just
pop on the trade and you let the
market do its thing. You don’t
have to pick a direction.
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$170,000.00

$51,000.00

Net Profit 9
Months
$119,000.00

Get started with
WANGULATOR. Add to your
trading super powers!
Trade for potential
extraordinary profits
over time in just a few
minutes a week. Click
the add to cart button
and get started.
You’ll
be glad you did.

What Are You Buying?
The WANGULATOR NADEX Binary
Options System
This is a video course that
teaches you exactly how to
trade the system. We teach
you the secret rules of the

system so you’ll own a
skill for life. .
Trading system support
through our back office
ticket system to make sure
you are trading the system
correctly.

$997.00

